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Introduction to Epidemiology, Sixth Edition is the ideal introductory text for the epidemiology student

with minimal training in the biomedical sciences and statistics. With updated tables, figures, and

examples throughout, the Sixth Edition is a thorough revision that offers an all new, real world

examples to help better illustrate elusive concepts. Learning objectives, as well as study questions

with descriptive answers, in each chapter engage the student in further analysis and reflection. New

Features of the Sixth Edition: Updated tables and figures. Addition of several real-world, practical

examples. Added focus on setting-up contingency tables and calculating and interpreting

appropriate measures of association. Greater detail and examples on conducting hypothesis

testing. Greater detail and examples on calculating age-adjusting rates. Greater detail and

examples on calculating years of potential life lost. Greater detail and examples on assessing

clinical trials. Updated case studies.
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This book was required for my epidemiology course in college, and I would definitely say that

although I didn't love the course, this book definitely helped me succeed in it. There is a glossary in

the end, which isn't super common with upper level textbooks, so I loved that about it!However,

there were quite a few typos in this book that made it seem like the editors hadn't gone through it

well enough. Nothing that inhibited my reading, but just little annoying spelling errors and

such.Overall, I would recommend this book to anyone in an epidemiology course or anyone looking



to learn more about the subject.

This book is clearly written. It lays out the basics of Epidemiology so even those of us who aren't

science types can understand it.

Taking an online Epidemiology course over the summer wasn't something I looked forward to doing,

however this text book was easy to read and follow. It offers a good foundation on the subject

without information overload.

Lots of detailed information and an easy read. However, I wish the case studies in the back were a

little better organized. It can be difficult to see where one stops and another begins.

Very engaging and informative book on epidemiology. Easy to understand.

This companion book to the Managerial Epidemology text is very easy to follow and really provides

the meat of the course material.

Exactly what I needed for class. Thank you

Reads clearly. Lots of pictures
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